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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
I. INTRODOCTIOH
Much of recent investigation into the text of the
New Testament has tak^ the form of a search for "local
texts**�i.e., the identification of the type of text
used in various localities during the period
before the standardized ecclesiastical text
came to prevail, on the conviction timt, this
step is a necessary prelimnary before th�
ultimate. goal, the origiiial text, can be
reached."^
As Greenlee further points out, the type of text
used by Cyril of Jerusalem should indicate the type of
text used in Jerusalem during the fourth century, asc
He is practically the only eccesiastical writer
of this period, of whose writings there is an
appreciable amount extant, whose quotations from
the Gospels (and (^itire New Testament} apparently
can be considered, without serious question, to
represent the text cosoionly used in Jerusalem.*
Greenlee's work, already referred to, dealt with
the identification of the type of Gospel text used by
^ J. Harold Greenlee, ''The aospel Text of Cyril of
Jerusalem" (unpublished doctoral thesis, Harvard University,
Ca�Qbridge, 1947. 120 pages. To be published in the series,
studies and i>ocumefj,tc>. edited by Silva Laite ana Hoeg.)
Referring to Burnett HillCian Streeter, The ^our QoaoelSf
II ^tfUdJ o� Origins . fourth impression, p. 35.
Greenlee, 02* cj|.t
2Cyril of Jerusalenu In the present study, Cyrii^'s ref
erences to the reinainder of the Kew Testament were as
sembled for the purpose of showing their textual affini
ties. This purpose can probably be only partially accom
plished in this investigation, since in HxQ Gospels the
major witnesses to Cyril's text include Eusebius, Origen,
ai^ the Georgian, Armenian, and Palestinian Syriac veroions,
the investigation of which were not possible to the present
writer. A further complication is t.he fact that most of
the GreeK. manuscripts which were assumed to be of the Caesar
ean text type in the Gospels cio not include the rest of the
Hew Testament. This is important because Cyril's text in
the Gospe|.s appeared clearly to be related to the Caesarean
text.
Since the present investigation is intended as a
continuation of Dr. Ureenlee's work, much introductive
material which was presented in toe early chapters of Green
lee's study will not be duplicated here, heference is made
to the former worK., and particularly to the first three
chapters.*^ The results of this study intentionally have
been presented in a manner as similar as possible to that
of the former work for convenience in reference.
cit., especially pp. 1-46.
II, OBGAKIZATIOH IHTO CJ!AFTSBS
3
Th% results of this investigation have been ar
ranged intu chapters according to the books of the New
Testasient to which they are related* i^a^s^r^ are no chap
ters ^titled "Philemon", "Third John**, "Jude", "Second
John" or "Second Peter"* There are no quotations or clear
allusions to the first three books and only one allusion
each to Second John and Second Petui-. The Pastoral epistles
and tl^ Gerj^^ral epistles are grouped together under i^eir
respective titles*
Lach chapter consists of one chart showing the quo
tations where Cyril disagi^ees with the Textus heceptus,
and anoUier chart showing the instances where Cyril agrees
with tiie Textus Heceptus against an appreciably supported
variant* The evidence suppurtin^ Cyril iias been charted
so that it may be seen with which witui^sses Cyril agrees
and witi^ which he disa^^ees* Tables and discussion of
the evidence are also presented*
III* SOtmCBS AND ilETflOD
The sources of d^ta which were uied in this study
were "The Catechetical Lectures", the five "%stagogic
Lectures" 9 an epistle to the Roman i^c^peror Constantius,
and a homily on the paralytic by Pool of Bethesda,
4as presented in Cyrilli Opera wuae Supersunt Qania* by
Heiscbl and Eupp, which is largely based upon the Bene
dictine edition."^ The Reischl and Hupp edition was
used by von Soden and also by Greenlee* Tischendox^
used the Benedictine edition, but apparently very few
S
differences occur* The resulting Mew Testafiaent quo
tations were compared with the Textus ueceptus^. the
critical texts of Bover^, Mestle�, Souter^, and Tisch-
endorf^^ and the text of the Chester Beatty papyrii.-^^
* Antonii Augustini Touttee, Cvrilli archi-
episcopj Hierosol-vmitani opera quae exstant omnia.
^ Greenlee, o�. cit.
^F*H.A� Scrivener, ed�, jaiovum Testamentum Textus
Stephanie! A.D. 1550. (liew Yorks Henry Holt & Co., 1887).
Oliver Bover, Movi Teatamenti Biblia Graeca
et Latina (Itatriti, 1943).
Q
i). iiberhard Kestle, novis curis elaboravit D�
Erwin i^estle, Hoyuai Test:imentuffi Graecfci� 19th printijQg.
Xstuttgart, 1949).
9
Alexander Souter, Novum Testamentum Graece.
Constantinus Tischendorf , editor, Kovum Testamen
tum Graece. editio oetava critica major.
11
Frederic J. Kenyon, The Chester Beatty Biblical
5ACTS
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SinOiAHy OF VARIAKTS IN OPPOSITION TO CYEIL
ACTS
6* TotAl variants: 44
7- Total Support Texts
With Ifeutral supports 22
With Western " : is
8� Text coffibinationa
Xeutral i 13
Western s 0
Heutral-Westems 9
9* Support by MSS*
: 21
D s S2
By As 19
C. S:slS
61 : 10
40 : 8
F s 6
B� ht 4
CmtL'S TEXT or ACTS
Tbe tables for Acts reveal a total of 46 readings
in wbicli Cyril disagrees witb the Textus Eeeeptas. Hine
of tlMise are to extent aoubtfely including 3 �itli
appreciable testifitony as variants*-^ Twenty of tbe varl�>
antfi have no known attestation, leaving a total of 25 to
be consider�K3�
There is considerable support for thene variants
by both the Heutral and �^t.-stern texts, with clearly
stronger affinities to the Heutral. Sixteen of taie 25
attested variants kjve Meutral support, as against 9 with
Western support (Table 3). The character of the text is
furU^r brou^t out by Table 4| which shems that 8 are
lieutral, 8 are Keutral*<iesi.era, wnile only about 1 or 2
are supported by the i�estern without Heutral s<;^port.
The suppo^ of the individual isanuscripts (Table 5)
a^in shows the Heutral support of .V, B, A and C as
Uncertainty as to t^e beginning an(3 ending of
quotations accounts for the (question re^rdin^s five of
these, vis� 2t4, 2$3S, two in 6s5, and 6:8. The other
four involve uncertainty as to whether a quotation or
serely a free reference is inter�ded* These reading,
however, have been considered definite eno�^ to warrant
Inclusion in the tables�
16
stroagest with the Weetem support ot 0 asui E very close*
In Acts, therefore, the identifiable support for
Cyril's variants seems to be of the Neutral and lieutral*
Western type preferred by Westcott and Hort* This is
not, however, a ccaoplete picture, for there are a n^a^er
of witnesses of unidentified teact^type which give appre
ciable support for Cyrils e.g* eodd. 61, H, P, and Id
(Table b)� Furtherusore, only 17 of Cyril's 25 variants
which have any support can be classified at all in Table
4* This leages the possibility that further identif ica*
tion of text*-types would show that Cyril's text is not
as strongly a "Westcott and Hort" text as the tables
iiHiicate.
A consideration of the substantial variants occur
ring where Cyril agrees with the Textus Heceptus is also en-
listening concerning the nature of Cyril's text. Such a
chart for Acts reveals 44 such variants as compared with
25 instances in which Cyril disagrees with the Tex^s Tex
tus Receptus in an attesteJ variant* In Cyril's text of
the Gospels^ this I'atio was reversed ^ with ^e list of
Cyril's variants from the Textus itec^ptus considerably
Greenlee, �2* eit�
17
larger than the list of variants with appreciable sup
port in cases where Cyril antS the Textus Heceptus agree*
The situation in ^cts, therefore, would seem to indicate
either that Cyril's quotations from ActA have been more
or less corrected to tlie Byzantine standard in the j^nu-
scripts of his works, or that hi& type of text in Acts
is iBore strongly Byzantine than in Urn Gospels. The
latter seems to be more likely the case in view of the
situygition in the Gospels. Table 7 sIkiws the ^support of
the ICeutral text for thesa variants 22 times and that of
the Western text 18 times. Table 8 indicates the support
of %h& text combinations ass Neutral, 13 times; Western,
9 times; and Meutral-Western, 9 times* Of the individual
manuscripts (Table 9>, heeds ^e list by giving support
22 times. D is next with 21, followed closely by B and A
with 19 each.
Until the versions and patristic slUotat ions already
referred to (supra page 2} can be checked, no final con
clusions c<jtn be drawn concerning Cyril's text of Acts*
It may only be said that the evidence at hand in this
study shows that Cyril's text is evidently more strongly
Byzantine than in the Gospels and that it seems to have
more affinities for the Meutral than for the i^estern text.
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CHAPTER HI
CYRIL'S TSXT (S* ROMAKS
In the KpietXe to the Rossans, Cyril disagrees
with the Textus Eeceptus 28 times, 15 of which variants
have no known attestation, leaving a total of 13 to be
considered*
Of the attested variants, 5 have Heutral support
and 4 have tifestern support (Table 3), Table 4 shows
that 4 of these are lieutral variants, 3 are western
and 1 is M�at^al<-irestern*
Table 5 verifies the indications of tables 3 and
4y sii^wing that the Heutral witnesses support Cyril
slightly, but only sli^tly, more than do the �^ester&
witnesses* The frequency of the support of Codex 37
should also be no ted �
There are 44 substantial varian'ts in uosians oe�
curring where Cyril a^irees with the Textus tieceptus, 18
with Heutral support and 23 with Western support. Table
8 further illustrates the stronger element of Western than
Heutral support for these variants in opposition to Cyril.
Table 9 points out that, although .V and A are the
most frequently occurring single witnesses, the Western
witnesses, Q, F, and D stand next to these in frequency.
29
A6 in ActSf Cyril's text of Eoj&ans seems to be
tmch c.ore closely related to the Bysantine text than
was the case in the Gospels. As also in Acts, Cyril's
text of Eoaans is apparently more closely related to
the Heutral text than the i#estern� fhe fact that only
8 of 13 attested variants can be thus identified, how
ever, indicates that further investigation along the
lilies previously suggested is doubtless necessary in
order to identy clearly the type of text used by Cyril*
aa
I CORINTHIANS
Chart of Cyril's Variants
from the Textus Receptus
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SUMMARY OF VARIAKTS IK OPFOSITIOM TO C^^IL
I CORIKTHIAHS
6* total varlaatas 73
7� Total Support by Texts
With Heutral supports 25
�* Western * s 65
8* Text cQBibinations
Seutral : 12
Western s 42
Keu^al�lies terns 13
9, Support b/ |�s.
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D s 29
B s 27
S'f S s 20
A $ 17
C 8 12
17 s 11
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CHAPTER If
CYRIL'S TSXT OF I COHIHTHIAHS
The tables for I Corinthians reveal a total of
42 readings in which Cyril disagrees with the Textos
Eeceptus* Five of these seeis questionable includii^
1
3 with appreciable supporl^* Eleven of the 42 vari
ants have no knoim attests tion, leaving a total of 31
to be considered.
Table 3 shows ISeutral support for 20 of Cyril *s
variants and Western suppolst for 18* Table 4 also effi-*
phasises the similarity of C^ril to both of the texts**
the Keutral-Western group comprise 14 of Cyril's variants,
the Heutral group 6, and ^e iestern group 4*
Table 5 Indicates that the individual Heutral wit
nesses in general support Cyril somewhat more frequently
than do the individual Western witnesses � The proninence
of Codex 17 seeiss noteworthy.
axamination of appreciable variants occurring where
Cyril agrees with the Textus Eeceptus indicates that Cyril's
Questionable because of doubt concerning the be
ginning and ending of the quotations Is 9 and 15s20*
Questionable if quote, loose reference or allusion
is being inade 7:5, 9:22, and 12:3*
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text in I Corinthians also is apparently more closely
related to the Bysantine text than was the case in the
Oospels.
Tables 7, S, and 9 all show t^t this gronp of
variants are generally strongly Western*
Both sets of variants in X Corinthians, therefore,
show that Cyril's text is more strongly Keutral than
Western*
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II CORINTHIANS
Chart of Cyril's Variants
from the I'extus xieceptus
JL CORINJHiAh/S
i^^if a^uycuTCLc ai/tofs ^ bf\t H.'T L F Or
>
If'Z^^ OUyQCL-vou
/J.V3 /rfcroa /^/<rro</
IE CoRIA/THI l\JyS
1 1
SfS cuoTo roozo S^os o ^ X
SoaJ
/^.^^.S/ ^y>^ ^S/at^yc^r-cLi, vr-^s
�6)
Or- (3a,s y ScK. X ; /7
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SUMIARY OF CEIIL�3 VARIAHTS HI II COaiNtmiAlTS
1* Total variant s 15
Sia^lar : 7
Corractad totals 8
2 m l>oubtfal varia&tas 2
With appreciable
support s 0
3* Total Support by Texts
� Neutral supports 2
* iestera " s 2
4. Text Combinations
Heutral s 0
western s 0
Meutral "Westerns 2
5� Support by mSm
B : 3
V, A, Cf 0, Vf a, 235 2
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SOlffimRY OF VARIAHTS IH OPPOSITION TO OSRIL
II CORINTHIAHS
6. Total variants � 18
?� Total Support by Texts
With li!eutral supports 10
?* Western �* i 10
8. Text coM>inations
Heutral s 5
Western s S
Heutral Westerns 5
9* Support by M3S�
.V � ^0
A i 7
B, & s 6
C s 8
r, G s 6
F, 17$ 4
CHAPTER V
CYRIL'S TEXT OF II CORIHTHIAHS
Cyril's varisnta froja the Tsxtus Heceptaa in
Sacona Corinthians are of such a lisiited number that
no clear testimony is forthcoisihg� What evidence there
is concerning the relation of Cyril's text to the Heutaral
and Western texts seems to he in hariaony with the evidence
of First �^orinthiaas.
The most significant indication in Second Corin
thians ffiay be that fact that only 2 or 3 of Cyril's S
variants which have any support can be clearly relate
to the Heutral and/or Western text* This seems to in
dicate again the need for relating Cyril's text to the
text of the versions and the fathers previously mentioned*
GALATIANS
Chart of Cyril's Variants
from the Textus J^eceptus
OrALhTIOf\JS
&ALATIO A/5
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smiMAay or cir3L�s variahts ih galatiahs
Im toXaX variants t 7
Singular : 5
Corracted totals 2
2* Doubtful variants s 4
With appreciable
support s 1
3* Total Support by Texts
*� Heutral supports 1
� MTestem �* s 0
4. Text CoiO^inations
Heutral t X
Western s 0
Heutral-festerns 0
5* Stip^rt by IBS*
.V, As 1
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SUM&IARY OF VARIANTS IN OPPOSITION TO CHRIL
GALATIANS
6. Total variants: 6
7. Total Support by Texts
Witii Neutral support: 3
�* Western �* s 6
8. Text combinations
Neutral : 1
Western : 3
Neutral tHesterm 2
9. Support by E^S,
D z 5
r, 3: 4
S s 3
.V, B: 2
CHAPTER VI
CYRIL'S TSXT OF QALATIA^
Cyril's variants in Galatians are net of siiff i-
cient Quantity to warrant a conclusion. It Kay be
pointed out, however, tlmt what identifiable support
there is for Cyril *s text is Heutral, while the support
for the variants iix opposition to Cyril are more strongly
Western than Heutral, whicn is consistent with the in
dications found in the preceding epistles and Acts.
The proportion of variants which are apparently
peculiar to Cyril is particularly obvious in t^is epistle.
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BPHE3SIANS
Chart of Cyril's Variants
from the Textus Receptus
Mr
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StSSMARY OF CYRIL'S VARIANTS IN EPHESIANS
1. Total variants s 18
Singular s 4
Corrected totals 14
2. Doubtful variants: 3
With appreciable
support s 0
3. Total Support by Texts
Heutral supports 7
� Western ** s 4
4. Text CoiLbinations
Heutral s 4
Western s 1
Heutral-Wes terns 3
5. Support by MSS�
B : 7
.Y � 6
A s 6
C, P, 17, F, Gs 4
D, E s 3
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siaaiARy of variants hi opposition to ciril
EPHESIAMS
6. Tot;aI variants; ^
7. Total Support by Texts
With Heutral Supports 8
� Western * $ 16
8. Text combinations
Heutral : 4
Western s 12
Heutral-Westerns 4
9. Support by ^S.
6 s la
B 4 9
A, P s 7
.V, p46, 73: 6
CHAPTER VII
CYRIL?S TEXT OF BPHESIAHS
Once again there is indicated a stronger affinity
of CyriX*s text for the Heutral than for the tMestern
text, as Tables 3, 4, and 5 reveal. This is further
verified by the fact that the variants occurring inhere
C^il agrees with the Textus ueceptus are clearly asore
strongly Western than Heutral (Tables 7, 8, and 9)*
Once again, also, this leages a considerable nus^er
of variants which cannot be idi^tified under either or
both the Heutral or Western texts, as Table 4 accounts
for oxily 8 of Cyril's 14 attested variants, or 8 of his
18 total variants*
The variants occurring where Cyril agrees with the
Textua Heceptus are again much fiiore numerous than Cyril's
variants from t^e Textus xieceptus, evidently indicating
an appreciable Byzantine el^itent in Cyril's text*
In Ephesians, therefore, Cyril's text seeiss to
follow the general pattern revealed in the other epistles
and Acts*
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PHILIPPIANS
Chart of Cyril's Variants
from the Textus Receptus
a/.t:
3' I (L^eX^OL juoo
rt l\ i/ * ^ Cy*-//
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StJMMARy OF C"miL�S VARIAKTS IH PHILIPPIAHS
!� Total variants : 3
Singular : 1
Corrected totals 2
2� Doubtful variants s 1
With appreciable
support s 1
3* Total Support by Texts
^ Heutral supports 0
o Western �* $ 1
4. Text C^^ifuitions
Heutral s 0
Western s 1
Heutral-^esterns 0
6. Support.by MSS*
F, Q, p'*�! 1
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SUMMARY OF VARIAI5TS IK OPPOSITION TO CmiL
PHILIPPIANS
6� Total variants s 4
7# Total Support by Texts
With Heutral supports 1
� Western �� $ 3
Bm Text cosibinations
Heutral s 0
Western : 3
Heutral^d&stern s 1
9. Support by IBS.
F, Q : 3
.Y, B, A, 178 1
D : 2
CHAPTER VIII
CmiL�S T�CT PHILIPPIAHS
The number of variants in Cyril's text of Phili-
ppians is jp^t sufficient to warrant conclusions. Of 3
variants, 1 is without support, leaving 2 to consid^.
The one variant with apprfeCiable support (3; 21), more
over, fflay be an allusion rather than a quotation*
The support for Cyril's variant is Western, but
upon comparison of Tables 3, 4, and 6 with Tables 7, 8
and 9, it is revealed that the 4 variants opposing Cyril
are equally as well supported by the Western text*
On the l^sis of the liMted evidence, no conclusion
is justified regarding Cyril's text of Philippians*
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COLOSSIANS
Chart of Cyril's Variants
from the Textus Receptus
COLOSSIAA/S
/'^O do zoo
1'*^^ SjTL ryps yvs 2
COLOSS TAA/S
V q Of ^
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fi T^^S //if ''33
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StM^RY OF CYRIL �S VARIAHfS IN C0L0S3IAHS
X. Total variants s 9
Singular s 5
Corrected total: 4
2. Doubtful variants: 2
With appreciable
support $ 1
3, Total Support by Texts
� Seutral supports 0
� Western � s 2
4� Text Combinations
Heutral s 0
Western s 2
Keutral-Wes terns 0
5� Support by MSS�
B, F, as 2
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SUMMARY OF VARIAHfS IN OPPOSITION TO CYRIL
COLOSSIA)@
6� Total variants s 16
7� Total Support by Texts
With Neutral Support: 5
*� Western * s 12
8* Text cc^binatioi^
Neutral : 2
Western s 9
N^tra I'-Wes tern : 3
9. Support by MSS.
F, Qt 10
D i 7
Xf Bs 5
13 s 4
CHAPTER 3X
CYRIL � 3 TEXT OF COLOSSIAHS
The tables showing the support of Cyril's readings
in his Colossian text reveal that of 9 variants only
4 are attested. Two of these siay be called *Vestern
readings and perhaps none Heutral (Tables 3 and 4), but
B occurs twice, which is as often as any other in Table
6.
The evidence for readings opposed to Cyril is
Western predominantly with Western support for 12 of
the 16 variants*
The liffiited evidence nsakes a definite conclusion
impossible* What evidence there is does not seem con
tradictory to the indications previously found*
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I THESSALONIANS
Chart of Cyril's Variants
from the Textus Heceptus
I THESSkLOhlJk^S
f ill a>p 7ray 7f<rojus
I THFS3AL0A/IAA/5
-Cyf ^' I Osj jail's Vai-�'A ^t ^^nlf-
KtiTcXujy V/:34.
(1)
�o-
��>�
smmmY of cyril�s vahiahts ih i -miissALoi
!� Total variants s 7
Singular s 6
Corraotad totals X
2m Doubtful varisAtas 4
Witb appre^iabla
support s 10
3� Total Support by Texlis
Hautral supports 1
* Western " s 1
4� Text Coa^is:i@tion8
Heutral s 0
Western s 0
Heutral-1es tern s 1
a* Support by MSS*
.Y, B, A^ D, ii, F, Q, �, LS X
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SOmiARY OF VARIANTS IH OPPOSITION TO CmiL
I THSSSALORIAHS
6� Total variants: 12
?� Total Support by Texts
With Nautili supports 1
" Western *� s -9
&� Text oombinations
Heutral s 1
western : 9
MeutralHi/esterns 0
9m Support by iSS.
F, @| 8
D i S
A i 2
.V, E$ 1
CHAPTER X
CYRIL'S TEXT OF I THI3SSAL0HIAHS
In I Thessalonians, of a total of 7 variants by
Cyril against %h� Textus Receptus 6 are without known
attestation*
Of the 12 variants opposing Cyril* s text, 9 are
Western while only one has Heutral support.
The evidence regarding Cyril's variants is ob
viously inconclusive in itself. The variants in
opposition to Cyril are clearly Western rather than
Heutral.
The conclusion seens justified, therefore,
that what evidence is available is not contradictory
to that of the preceding epistles and Acts.
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II THESSALONIANS
Chart of Cyril's Variants
from the Textus xieceptus
JT TH^5Sf\L0Nlkh/S
A
(X)13A P (/7) (d FQ-)
2r TME5JA LOA/IA A/^
So.
Or
23. 3A � 7. 5"7 ^^7t) 7/. 7? <^^^/i fTC X ^ ' ^
rrc/u7r�i x^'-n
(X.^yvi 3.zn. //V. //^T/Zfc./io . vtf <S*'^ <fV XV '.I'l
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SmOlABY OF CHRIL *S VARIAHTS IN II THESSALONIANS
I. Total variants s 9
Singular $ 1
Corrected totals 8
2� Doubtful variants s 1
Witb appreciable
support s 1
3. Total Support by Texts
� Heutral Supports 7
� Western �* s 7
4. Text CeiOibinations
Heutral s 1
Western s 1
Hmitral-^esterns 6
5. Support by MSS.
.Y, B 3 7
A, D, F, @s 6
17 s 6
71 5 4
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SmaSAHY OF VARIAUfS IN OPPOSITION TO CYRIL
U THSSSAL0HIA�S
6. Total variants: 8
?� Total Support by Texts
With Neutral support: 3
" West.ern ** 8 6
8. T^t cojsbinations
Heutral : 2
Western : 5
Heutral-Westems 1
9* Support by MSS,
D s 4
.Vf F, G t a
A, P, 17, Ss 2
CHAPTER XI
CYRIL'S TEXT OF II THESSALONIANS
The tables showing the support for Cyril's
readings opposed to the Textus Heceptus in II Thes
salonians reveal 9 variants, 1 of which is not
attested* The unattested variant, 2s16, may be
questioned since it appears at the beginning of a
quotation. Six of these variants are Heu]bral<�Wes�
tern, one additional being Heutral and one Western
(Table 4). Cyril's text of II Thessalonians there
fore se^as to resemble his text of I and II Corin
thians, being more strongly Meutral-Western, whereas
in the other epistlea and Acts his text seems to be
more strongly Heutral* This character q� the text in
II Thessalonians ia verified by Tables 3 and S*
The variants in opposition to Cyril and the Textt;^
iieceptus seem to be consistent in character with those
in ttie preceding epistles and Acts, since they are clearly
more strongly (Western than Heutral. Here also this is
seen both in the text- types (Tables 7 and 8) and in the
occurrence of individual witnesses (Table 9). It should
perhaps be noted that, outside the Gospels, only in II
Thessalonians do the number of Cyril's variants equal the
91
nufflbes of variants in opposition to Cj^ril and tha Tex*
tus Eeceptus (except for xi^^velation, vdiere there is one
variant in each list)*
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I TIMOTHY
Chart of Cyril's Variants
from the Textus iteceptus
I TinOTHY
D
I TIMOTHy
Vj, ^� V". �3
V 5' 3
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SOMHARY OF Cmih^B VAHIASTS IH I fimTHY
Xm Total variants i 9
Singular s 6
Correetad totals 3
2. Doubtful variants: 2
i^lth apjpreciabla
support s 1
3. Total Support by Texts
^ Heutral supports 2
* Western ** s 3
4* Text Cosabinations
Heutral s 0
W�istem s 1
Heutral "Ha^ea terns 2
6, Support by iass,
D 8 3
.Y , A, is 2
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SUMMARY OF VARIAIITS IM OPPOSITION TO CYRIL
I TIMOTHY
6. Total variants: 17
7. Total Support by Texts
With Heutral support: 6
** Western a 12
8m Text combinations
Heutral : 3
Western : 9
Heutra l-�iestern: 3
9. Support hy MSB,
F, a* 8
F, 0: 6
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II TIMOTHY
Chart of Cyril's Variants
from the Textus Receptus
IE TI M OTH y
/'/^ ere,'hrouv^zos f 7.
TI Ai OTH y
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SiaaiARY OF CYRIL �S VARIANTS IN II TIliSOfHY
1. Total variantss 3
Singular : 2
Correetad totals 1
2. Doubtful variants: 1
With appreciable
support : 0
3, Total Support by Texts
** Heutral supports 0
� Western �* s 0
4. Text Coi&binations
Meutral : 0
Western s 0
Meutral-^esterns 0
Support by M^,
17s 1
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SUMMARY OF VARIAHTS IN OPPOSITION TO CYRIL
II TIMOTHY
6* Total variants: 3
7, Total Support by Texts
Witb Keutral support: 2
�* Western � ; 3
8� Text coisbinations
Heutral s 0
Western : 1
Heutral-^estern: 2
9. Support by feiss.
D : 3
.V , C 5 2
A, P, E, F, K., L: 1
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TITUS
Chart of Cyril's Variants
from the Textus Receptus
TITUS
TITUS
r-^ a.t/cfic/ x^/o*rc XV tnils-
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SUMMARY OF C1RIL�S VARIAHTS IN TITOS
1. Total variants! 5
Singular ; 2
Corrected totals 3
2. Doubtful variants: 0
3� Total Support by Texts
� Meutral supports 1
�* Western ** s 0
4* Text Combinations
Heutral s 1
Western : 0
Heutral-^estern: 0
6. Support by MSS,
31 S3
?, 47$ 2
y, A s 1
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SUBSMBY OF VARIAHTS IN OPPOSITION TO CIRIL
TITOS
6� Total variants: 7
7. Total Support hy Texts
With Heutral support: S
w Western *� : 6
8� Text combinations
Meutral : 0
i(astern : 3
Heutra l�^'es tern: 3
9� Support by
F G : 6
.Xf B : 3
A, C, P, 17: 2
CEAFTER XII
PASTOHAL EPISTLES
The liffiited amount of evidence for C^il*s text
of I TliBOthyi II Timothy and Titus does not warrant
independent conclusions. The nui^er of readings pecu
liar to Cyril is prominent and the evidence ^s^ich is
aHailahle sees^ generally consistent with that of l^e
pieceding^ epistles and Acts*
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HEBREiSS
Chart of Cyril's Variants
from the Textus Heceptus
HEBREWS
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1.
4,
OF CYRIL'S VARIAKTS IH HEBREISS
Total variants s 21
Singular s 12
Corrected totals 9
Doubtful variantss 3
With appreciable
support i 0
Total Support by Texts
� Heutral supports S
� Western * s 6
Text CcsyDsbinations
Neutral s 0
western s 1
Heutral-^itfest^rns 5
Support by leS.
h] 17, p^^, p*^, 37
A, P, D
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SUmRY OF VARIAHTS IH OPPOSITIOH TO C^IL
HEBREWS
g. Total variantss 29
?� Total Support by Texts
witb Heutral support: 12
" Western " : 17
8. Teait combinations
Heutral : 5
Western : 10
Heutra1-Wes tern: 7
9, Support by I^S*
D : 16
A : 12
.Y, B : 11
p^S s 9
L : 8
B, K : 7
C : 6
M, 17: 6
CHAPTER Xni
CYRIL'S TBXT OF HEBREWS
The tables of Cyril*s readings which disagree
with the Textus Eeceptus in the Epistle to the Hebrews
reveal that 12 of the 21 readings lacK any knowa attes
tation, leaving 9 to be considered. There is Meutral
support for 6 of the 9 and Western support for 6 (Table
3)� Table 4 shows that Cyril's text of Hebrews is more
8U*ox^ly Meutral-Western than Heutral. In this respect
it is similar to his text of I and II Corinthians and
II Thessalonians.
The variants in opposition to Cyril and the Textus
Receptus reveal the same stronger affinity for the Wes
tern text i^ich has been consistently revealed in -ytiis
study.
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JAMSS
Chart of Cyril's Variants
from the Textus Receptus

TA/1 ES
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SUlfiMARY OF CYHIL'S VARIAHTS IH JAI4SS
1� Total variants s 1
Singular : 1
Corrected totals 0
2� Doubtful variantss 0
3. Total Support by Texts
^ Heutral supports 0
� Western � s 0
4. Text Combinations
Heutral s 0
Western | 0
Heutral-^�3sterns 0
5. Support by ISS,
Hone
'a>.
5
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SlMii\RY OF VARIAliTS IH OPPOSITIOH TO CYRIL
6. Total variants: 5
7. Total Support by taxts
�fith Meutral supports 2
�* .^astern " s 0
8. Text combinations
Heutral : 2
Western : 0
Neutral- .res terns 0
9. Support by MSS*
.Y 8 2
B, Ai Ps 1
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I PETER
Chart of Cyril? s Variants
from the Textus neceptus
/:/7 e7rif<(^>^ctr6t
/:/? O/AU/Y
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X 3i.
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SlMMAHy OF C:eRIL�S VARIAliTS IN I PETER
1� Total variants s 11
Singular $ 9
Corrected totals 2
2. Doubtful variants: 3
ilith appreciable
support s 1
3. Total Support by Texts
" Meutral supports 1
� Western " s 0
4. Text CoBibinations
Meutral s 1
Western : 0
Neutral-Westerns 0
&� Support by MS3.
.V, A, 1, 33: 1
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mmsAm of variaiits ih opposition to cybjl
I PETER
6. Total variants i 7
7. Total Support by Texts
With Neutral supports 3
" Western ** s 0
8. Text combinations
Keutral s
Western s
Neutral-Western s
3
0
0
Support by MSS,
.V s 4
B : 3
A, 33, K, Ls 2
I JOHN
Chart of Cyril's Variants
from the Textus heceptus
X TOHN
cuwc zc(/ oLy/oLf
Quxoa c-y
S'l Koc TTO.J O ouyeLTTafy
TOH-A/
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smmnx os cyeil�s vahiakts ih i john
1. Total variants : 5
Singular t 4
Corrected totals 1
2. Doubtful Variantss 1
With appreciable
support $ 0
3. Total Support by Texts
Heutral supports 1
" Western " s 0
4, Text Cofiibinations
Heutral s 1
eii tern s 0
Heutral-i/es terns 0
5. Support by I SS.
.V s 1
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smmmY of variartb ih opposition to cyril
I JOHN
6. Total variantss 9
7. Total Support by Texts
With Heutral supports 6
'* Western " : 0
8. Text coigbinations
Heutral : 6
Western i Q
Neutral-Westerns 0
9. Support by
B
.V, 33
C
P
5
2
3
1
CHAPTSR XIV
THE mmmh epistlss
of the General Spistles, only in Jama^ I Peter,
and I John does Cyril have any quotations where variants
occur. Even in these three epistles the quantity of
evidence is not sufficient to warrant any but tentative
conclusions*
Consistent with preceding portions of this study,
the nuisber of variants peculiar to Cyril is perhaps the
most prominent feature in the General Kp is ties.
Contrary, however, to the other epistles and Acts,
the variants in opposition to Cyril and the Textus Recep
tus have practically no Western s uppert, and what identi
fiable support there is, is Heutral. nevertheless, it
cannot here be concluded that these variants in opposition
to Cyril and Textus iteceptus are truly Heutral in
character since no text-types at a 11 can be identified
for 3 of the o in James, 4 of the 7 in I Peter, and 3 of
the 9 in I John.
Once again, the need for further investigation is
indicated.
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REVELATION
Chart of Cyril's Variants
from the Textus Receptus
/?�VFLArrov
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SI3MMARY OF CYRIL � 3 VARIAHTS IK RiiVSLATIOH
1. Total variants s 1
Singular : 0
Corrected total: 1
S� Doubtful variants: 1
With aupr-ciable
support : 1
S* Total Suppor-t by Texts
** Meutral support: 0
Western � : 0
4* Text Geminations
Heutral : 0
Western : 0
Heutra l-wastern : 0
6. Support by MSS.
Hone
136
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SUMMARY OF VARIAHTS IH OPPOSITIOH TO CYRIL
REVBLATIOH
6* Total variantss 1
7. Total Support by Texts
With Meutral support: 1
�� Western � : 0
8* Text co03binations
Heutral : 1
Western : 0
neutralises tern: 0
9. Support by IsSS.
BAC P: 1
CYRIL�S TEXT OF RSVSLATIOS
The tables for the book of Revelation reveal
very little. Of two references where a variant occurs,
Cyril agrees with the Textus Eeceptus in one, and ^e
other is supported only by the Armenian version.
TixQ variant occurring where Cyril agrees with
the Textus Eeceptus is Heutral, with no known Western
support. If this one variant is indicative of any
textual affinity, it is that Cyril* s text of Revelation
is probably similar to his text of the General Epistles
in this respect rather than to his text in the other
epistles and Acts.
CHAPTER XVI
QEHSRAL CONCLUSIOHS AHD SiaillARY
In addition to the conclusions v^ch have heen
stated at the end of each chapter, some general com-
iJients may be aaade concerning Cyril's text.
The number of variants in which Cyril has no
known support is proportionately rauch greater in the
part of the Hew Testament with which this study deals
than is the case in the Sospels.^ This could be due
at least in part to the inclusion of a greater propor
tion of allusions in this study than was done in the
study of the Gospels. On the other band, some of these
readings my prove to have support when the evidence of
the v^eorgian, Ars^euian, and Palestinian Syriac versions
and of the texts of Eusebius and Origen is added to this
study.
Ho definite conclusions can be mde concerning the
Text- type of Cyril's text outside the Gospels from the
amount of evidence available i n this study. Some indica
tions, however, Kay be pointed outi
(1) Cyril's text in this part of the Hew Testament
seems to have more of a Byzantine element than is the case
in the Gospels. It is not, however, a true Byzantine text.
i Greenlee, _0�. cit.
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(2) Cyril's text is not a Keutral- text, but his
variants are {nor� frequently 14eutral than either Western
or Heutral-Western except in I and II Corinthians, II
Thessalonians, and Hebrews. In these latter named
epistles his variants are more frequently Neutral-Western
than either Heutral or astern.
(3) The variants with appreciable support where
Cyril agrees with the Textus Receptus have a clearly
larger Western element than Heutral, except in the Gen
eral i^pistles and Revelation. In these latter sections,
although the widence is rather limited, the variants
of identifiable text-type seem to be clearly Neutral.
The limitations of the evidence in the present in
vestigation prevents a clear conclusion as to whether
Cyril's entire itew Testament text is of one text- type
throughout, since some of the important Greek manuscripts
witness to Cyril's text of the Gospels (d, W, family 1,
family 13, etc.) are not extant for the rest of the Hew
Testament. Furthermore, as has alrt^ady been stated, the
evidence for what may well be the most ii^ortant witnesses�
the Georgian, i^rmenian, and Palestinian Syriac versions
and the texts of Origen and i-usebius�were outsiae the scope
of the present investigation. It seems clear, however, that
Cyril's text of the Hew Testament outside the Gospels cannot
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be eelXea either Bysantiae, Heutral, or Weatern* This
meaiis that it is at least possible that further inves
tigation along the lines indicated could reveal that
Cyril's text in the rest of the Mew Testament is re
lated to his text of the Qospels, ^ich has been iden
tified by Greenlee as Caesarean*
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